GOING ON A BUDDY HUNT

WHAT:
While practicing social distancing, involve your neighborhood in a Buddy Hunt. Children in each home can participate by decorating their Buddy and placing him somewhere on the front of their home—a window, on a stake in the yard, in a tree.

Families can walk around their neighborhood and find the Buddies! Older children in the family can help by using their creativity to decorate Buddy or to help place Buddy somewhere on the front of the house for others to see!

Please practice safe distancing when participating in the Buddy Hunt.

For children living in close quarters, such as condos and apartments, parents can adapt this activity by hiding Buddy within their house. Parents can print several copies of Buddy for everyone in the family to decorate.

MATERIALS:
• Buddy
• Crayons
• Markers
• Glitter
• Sequins
• Buttons
• Scrap fabric
• Glue
• Scissors

HOW TO:
1. Download Buddy (located on the following page) and print on printer paper or card stock if you have it.
2. Cut Buddy out.
3. Decorate Buddy with any materials you have on hand.
4. Place Buddy somewhere on the front of your home: a window, on a stake in the yard, in a tree, etc. You can also adapt this activity by hiding Buddy inside your house.
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